
The Sea Kayak Fishing Experience

Catch and Eat your own fish while kayaking in beautiful bay of Vourvourou
Fishing Kayak is a fast growing outdoor activity. Our Sea Kayak Halkidiki Fishing trip combines two widely
popular outdoor activities in one unique experience. Enjoy a calm relaxed paddling in beautiful secluded
beaches of the Diaporos island in Vourvourou bay, while learning everything you need to know about fishing,
cleaning and barbecue your own fish! Moderate activity level.

In collaboration with the Ioan. Chorozoglou & Co G.P. (http://www.ixthiotrofiaxalkidikis.gr) company, we
offer this unique Fishing Kayak experience where you have the opportunity to visit a traditional Fish Farm in the
Vourvourou bay of Halkidiki. There you will learn about the fishes in the Fish Farm (usually sea bass, sea bream
and weakfish) while feeding and fishing your own fish! On average this 5 hours Fishing Kayak trip includes a 30
minutes preparation time 2 hours paddling exploration in Diaporos island for swimming and snorkeling, 2 hours
approximately on-board the Fish Farm for fishing and about 2 hours on shore in our kayak base for grilling and
eating the fish!

We start with a short lesson on the beach to go over the elements of kayaking including safety issues, proper
paddling techniques, steering and balance tips. For the Fishing Kayak trip we usually head over to one of the
west remote beaches of Diaporos island in Vourvourou bay for a short first stop for swimming and snorkeling.
There is always a wide variety of sea-life to learn about including lots of fish, sea urchins, jellyfish, crabs etc.
Then, we head straight on the Fish Farm across the channel to begin our fishing experience. You will get on
board the facility, feed the fish and use one of the fishing hooks available to catch your own Sea Bass or Sea
Bream! . Afterwards we are kayaking back to our base, where the second part of your fishing experience will
begin! We will prepare and fillet your catch fish for you, or if you prefer you can practice learning this skill for
yourself. Also you can learn the secrets for the best fish barbecue technique! This unique experience ends up on
a delicious lunch setting on our base eating the delicious barbecue fish among other Greek delicacies and
drinking excellent Greek white wine! A proper Fish experience, the Greek way!

Please note that the exact details of your trip will depend on both the weather conditions and the other people
in the group. In case of bad weather cancellation, you will be provided with an alternative trip at the same cost or
you will be fully refunded. There is a minimum number of 2 participants required for the implementation of this
Fishing Kayak trip. Sea Kayak Halkidiki reserves the right to postpone or cancel the trip in case of non
completion of the required number of participants.

Basic Info 
Departure: 09:00 - Arrival: 15:00  
Price per person: 70 € 
Trip distance:  about 8 Km  
Activity level:  Moderate 
Suitability:  Suitable for all / No previous kayaking or fishing experience required

Discounts: 
Group discount: 10% off (for 4 adults and more) 
Children 7-12 years old: 50% off (if accompanied by at least 1 adult) 
Children 4-6 years old: Free (must be accompanied by 2 adults)



Fishing Kayak Trip Highlights  
- No previous kayaking or fishing experience required! Great for beginners and groups. 
- Calm water, beautiful Vourvourou bay scenery excellent for swimming and snorkeling.  
- Ideal way to introduce yourself to the fishing experience 
- Catch your own Sea Bass or Sea Bream

What you should have with you: 
- Hat 
- Sun cream 
- Towel  
- Swimsuit 
- Sunglasses

Sea Kayak Halkidiki will provide: 
- All Sea Kayak equipment: boat, paddle, life jacket, waterproof bags 
- Snorkeling equipment (goggles and respirators) 
- BCU trained and certified guides for planning and sightseeing 
- Bottle of Water  
- Access to the Fish Farm for fishing one Sea Bras or Sea Bream per person  
- Preparation and fillet of your catch fish. 
- Traditional Greek lunch (including Greek salads and other Greek traditional dishes, your grilled fish and of
course excellent Greek white wine. 
- Complimentary photographs from the activity from the trip (Waterproof camera)  
- Liability insurance 
- All taxes

For your Fishing Kayak trip, please come about 30 mins earlier your scheduled departure at our Sea Kayak
Center in Vourvourou, Sithonia Halkidikis. Click here to find detailed driving directions. 
Also, here you can find information in order to prepare for your trip.

At a glance

6 hours
2 – 10 guests
Does not include pick up and drop-off
Available on certain datesView Calendar
Guide speaks: English, German, Romanian, Greek
Cancellation

http://www.seakayakhalkidiki.gr/about-us/driving-directions/
http://www.seakayakhalkidiki.gr/day-trips/prepare-for-your-trip/
https://www.anyguide.com/tours/the-guided-kayak-fishing-tour#

